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Executive Summary

The purpose of this report is to inform the Transformation Sub Committee of a recently
completed review the Council's Strategic Asset Management practices and present
recommendations as to the way forward. Included as an appendix to this report are the
Project Initiation Document, Business Case and Options Appraisal. This results in a
recommendation of the adoption of a new Corporate Property Asset Management
Model.

The aim of completing the above documents was to critically review the current Asset
Management arrangements that are in place within the Council, with a view to assisting
in addressing future anticipated budgetary pressures and deliver efficiencies which in
turn will allow the council to protect front line services.

The outline Business Case, which was approved by the Transformation Sub
Committee on 13 February 2017 proposed a series of activities that would be
completed as part of this Strategic Asset Management review. These activities are at
various stages of completion, however they all directly feed into the Council's savings
target through Asset Management activities of £500k per annum over the next two
years. Updates on progress against these activities are provided within this report.

A further report was submitted to the Transformation Sub Committee on 26 July which
provided an overview of the current position with the Asset Management review and
the expected outcomes. This report presents recommendations as to the next steps in
progressing this important area of transformation work.

Recommendations

1. It is recommended that the Transformation Sub Committee approve the
proposal to adopt a new Corporate Property Asset Management Model
(CPAMM) as detailed in the attached Business Case and Options Appraisal.

and;−2.
Support the establishment of a corporate Cross Service Group to deliver the
outcomes of Asset Transformation.



Supporting Documents
Council business The proposal supports the Council's key business priorities as
plan to 2020 detailed in the Council Business Plan 2020.
Appendix I Project Initiation Document
Appendix 2 Business Case
Appendix 3 Option Appraisal − Property Asset Management

1. Background

1.1 The overall aim of Asset Management is to maintain the condition and optimise
the utilisation of assets in terms of service delivery and best value. With a view
to the Council achieving this, Corporate Property Procurement & Resource
Solutions (CPP&RS) consider that it is time to critically review the current
Property Asset Management arrangements to assist the Council in meeting the
existing and future budgetary pressures faced within the public sector. This will
identify where efficiencies can be made which in turn will assist the council in
protecting wherever possible front line Services by making better use of
property assets.

2. Report

2.1 Description of Current Asset Management Arrangements

The existing Asset Management arrangements within the Council are primarily
split between Services and CPP&RS. Currently CPP&RS are responsible for
Corporate Asset Management policy and strategy development, whilst also
managing the maintenance and facilities management functions. In addition,
the office accommodation portfolio is also managed within CPP&RS.

The operational Service's are currently responsible for Asset Management of
their property assets.

There are more efficient and effective ways of delivering Asset Management
across the council's property portfolio, which enables Asset Management
practices to be delivered in an alternative way that would achieve efficiencies
within the property portfolio.

2.2 Progress with Proposals from Outline Business

In February 2017 the Transformation Sub Committee approved an outline
Business Case which provided proposals for a review of the Council's Strategic
Asset Management processes. This review has focussed on seven key
outcomes which are listed in Table 1 along with progress on each.



Table 1

Activity Current Status
A new approach to A review of the current asset management
Asset Management processes has been undertaken and a new model
developed along with for implementation has been recommended (see
associated Policy, attached business plan). A draft Asset Management
Strategy and actions, policy and strategy have been written and an

associated action plan is being finalised.
An assessment of "core A core facts dashboard which captures all of the
facts" for each property property related scores has been developed. The
including condition, collation of the data is almost complete and will be
utilisation, suitability, reviewed as part of the implementation stage of the
financial performance new asset management framework.
and energy
performance.
Creation of Corporate Corporate targets have been developed which look
KPI's to reduce running to reduce costs associated with Energy and the
costs. Councils carbon footprint, maintenance, capital

receipts and a reduction in the overall m2 within the
the wider portfolio. These will be presented at the
first Corporate Working group for review.

A strategic Corporate A further report to CMT which details the most
property asset appropriate members of staff to sit on the group
management group be from each Service is currently being developed.
set up to identify where
opportunities exist within
the property portfolio for
integration of Services
A challenge and review The challenge and review process will use a
process be developed framework which is currently being developed by
which will continuously CIPFA. The roll out of this framework and
question the need for associated documents is anticipated in autumn
properties. 2017. On receipt of this, CPP&RS will review the

guidance and "tweak" as required.

Early engagement with Initial discussions have taken place with the NHS,
the 3 Sector and Fire and Police Scotland. Further dialogue is
Community Planning required, however, it is anticipated this will take
Partners, as well as place after the Council's own framework is in place.
private tenants who also
have property interests
should also be included.

A review of the property A suite of proposals are currently in development
maintenance function which looks to use the asset management
with a view to adopting framework to assist in the delivery of an updated
maintenance standards, maintenance function.



2.3 Proposal for Asset Management Arrangements

2.3.1 Using information currently available, investigations have revealed that in some
areas there is a duplication of Services occupying similar properties and also
that assets are not being used or run as efficiently as they could be. At
present, Services hold their own property budgets. The current arrangements
have resulted in an approach to Asset Management that could be regarded as
"patchy." A more strategic approach to budget setting and property spend
would be realised if property budgets/running costs were to remain and are
managed by Services. CPP&RS would however, continue to manage the
overall Asset Transformation process.

2.3.2 With budgetary pressures and the need to maintain front line Services at the
forefront of our decision making processes, a Business Case has been
prepared and is attached at Appendix 2, together with an Options Appraisal at
Appendix 3 recommending a move towards adopting the suggested Corporate
Property Asset Management Model.

3. Implications

3.1 Financial Impact

The preferred option is affordable and will provide financial benefits.
Affordability and financial benefits were two of the key drivers in selecting the
favoured approach. The costs for implementation are not known at present,
however having considered the alternatives it was concluded that the option
chosen would be likely to be the most realistic in terms of implementation, costs
and also in relation to the required outcome.

3.2 HR/Policy/Legislative Impact

There are no specific HR/Policy/Legislative impacts arising directly from the
approval of the proposal. However, there is a significant impact that will arise
from the delivery of the change agenda in relation to Strategic Asset
Management that will require early and continued engagement with HR,
employees and Trades Unions.

3.3 Environmental Impact

Effective Asset Management will achieve a sustainable property estate and
contribute to the Council's sustainable agenda. A focus on the management of
the Council's property portfolio with the opportunity to deliver a reduction in the
size of the portfolio will also achieve a reduction in the carbon foot print

3.4 Risk Impact

For the proposal to be a success it is likely that further staff resources would
need to identified by CPP&RS.



4. Measures of success

4.1 Once the proposal has been implemented, savings should be realised in areas
such as property running costs by adopting a more strategic approach to
property maintenance and through becoming more efficient in the use of energy
within Council properties. Capital receipts may be generated for properties
which are no longer required for operational purposes.

Head of Corporate Property, Procurement and Resource Solutions
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I PROJECT DEFINITION

1.1 Background
In the context of this project, Asset Management (AM) is the strategic management of Council Property
(land and buildings) and will focus solely on the management of property assets excluding Housing and
other asset categories such as ICT, Fleet, Open Spaces and Roads.

The overall aim of AM is to optimise the utilisation of assets in terms of service delivery and financial
return. When used correctly, AM is a structured process that seeks to ensure best value for money is
returned from our property assets whilst also ensuring Service delivery is maintained, albeit sometimes
being delivered in different ways.

The Council currently have 592 operational property assets which have a total value in the order of
£1 .34billion. After employee costs, the largest cost to the Public Sector is what it spends on its assets.
On this basis, it is imperative that the Council demonstrates best value when considering the future use
and management of its assets.

Asset Management sets out the Council's approach to the management of its assetsby;−•

establishing a corporate framework for the management of Council assets
• highlighting corporate outcomes and priorities and how they will be supported through the efficient

management of Council assets
• informing the Council's capital investment strategy and capital investment programme
• identifying the internal and external influences and challenges
• presenting an overview of the extensive property assets owned and used by the Council

The key drivers/building blocks to ensure that assets are being managed effectively are detailedbelow:−•

Condition
• Suitability
• Utilisation
• Revenue Costs
• Accessibility
• Value

In order to assist in addressing current and anticipated budgetary pressures, it is essential the Council
critically reviews its property asset base and Asset Management arrangements, to deliver efficiencies
which in turn will allow the Council to protect front line services in accordance with corporate outcomes.
The current arrangements and any incremental change to AM will not deliver the efficiencies that are
available to the Council in rationalising our property portfolio. Accordingly, there is a need to ensure that
AM is delivered in a structured manner to address future challenges that the Council will have to address,
but still ensuring that services can continue to be delivered whilst reducing revenue costs.

1.2
Im
01

02

03

Project Objectives
Release of Capital for
reinvestment
Efficient running costs of buildings

Better service delivery from fewer
buildings

Capital receipts generated from
disposal of surplus assets
Fewer properties will reduce the
Councils carbon footprint and
reduce revenue costs
Co− location of Council services
from "Hub" buildings.
Opportunities for partnership

Ongoing

Ongoing

Ongoing
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working
04 Improved property utilisation and This will ensure that we "sweat" Ongoing

______
productivity our assets

05 Sustainable Management Effective AM will achieve a Ongoing
sustainable property estate to
ensure best value is achieved

1.3 Project Scope

The project will seek to ensure that the processes, structures, skills and resources are in place to realise
the benefits associated with good asset management which willinclude:−Property

Information and Data Collection

Good property information is essential for ensuring efficient management of our property assets. The
development of a "Dashboard" will be utilised by services to capture property data required to asses our
assets. Populating the dashboard may be perceived as a major exercise but this must not become a
project in its own right. Whilst the collection of information may initially involve an investment of Services
time in compiling the data a pragmatic approach must be taken to provide us with a "first pass" which will
inform the process.

"Sweating Assets"

The term "sweating assets" refers to maximising the use of our assets ensuring that properties are used to
their capacity. Looked at simply, if we have two assets in the same area operating at 50% capacity, by
combining these and closing one we have one asset operating at 100% capacity. This can include
opening detailed dialogue with Partners and Third Sector Organisations to arrive at situations where
collectively property assets are maximised.

Office Rationalisation and Smarter Working

Office properties are large consumers of resources including gas, electricity, water, rates, cleaning,
maintenance etc. Whilst good progress has been made in consolidating our portfolio further work is
required. In addition we need to grasp the opportunities available in terms of flexible work styles which
can further reduce the requirements to maintain a large office portfolio.

Shared Use and Collaboration

As detailed above, as part of ensuring that we maximise the use of our property portfolio we will need to
work closely with Partners to ensure that all opportunities that are available in terms of sharing
accommodation with NHS, Police, Fire etc are explored.

Environmental Performance and Climate Change

The reduction of the Council's property portfolio will result in revenue savings and will also achieve a
reduction in carbon charges in accordance with the requirement to reduce our carbon footprint.

Emerging Issues

The project has to retain a degree of flexibility to ensure that as part of the AM process we are able to deal
with emerging issues. AM not should not be a fixed and static means of managing our assets but should
be able to deal with issues as they arise, a good example being the Nursery Expansion Programme which
will not in fact result in a reduction in the Council Estate but may in fact increase the footprint by
constructing new buildings as required and/or utilising assets no longer required by other Council
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Services. In this instance policy direction will be the primary driver in determining the way forward in
relation to Asset Management

1.3.1 Exclusions

This project does not cover other asset categories as detailed in the report to the Policy & Resources
(Property) Sub−Committee in May 2009. These comprise Open Space, Roads, Housing, Fleet and ICT.

1.3.2 Constraints

Cl I Buy in from CMT/Elected Members

C2 I Buy in from Council Services

C3 Staff resources across the Council to deliver
efficiencies

C4 Funding required to deliver efficiencies

1.3.3 Assumptions

Report to CMT (if required) and report
to the Transformation P&R will have the
approach signed off
Once Cl is signed off buy in should
follow. A clear setting out and
understanding of the "rules" should
overcome resistance
Support from ACE's to make staff
available
Bids to be included within the new
capital plan to deliver efficiencies

Board

Board!
Project
Lead

ACEs

AC Es!
Project
Lead

Ref Assumption Impact if Assumption Incorrect •AYI,11

Al That the Council has an I
"appetite" to embrace the A substantial amount of work will have been Board/CMT
changes that AM will bring generated with little or no return.
about

A2 That this new approach to
AM will be universally This may lead to a situation where AM decisions are Board!CMT
endorsed by Elected not accepted by Elected Members and will therefore
Members maintain the approach of keeping properties open,

regardless of operational utilisation etc in their ward.

A3 That adequate resources
will continue to be made Existing usage of properties will continue as we are Board!CMT
available to deliver unable to invest in relocations and savings
efficiencies opportunities will be missed.

1.3.4 Interfaces I Dependencies
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1.4 Project Deliverables

1.5 Method of Approach

The approach taken to ensure the outcomes of the review are meaningful and can be delivered are as
follows:

Hold project initiation/ scene setting meeting with all interested parties: Service representatives, Service
Property representatives and potentially 3rd sector! Community Planning Partners. Thereafter set up a
Corporate Working Group endorsed by CMT which will feed into the Capital Delivery Group when
required.

• Develop an initiative scope document including desired outputs, resource required and 3rd party
involvement.

Split the project into 4 work streams:

o Work stream 1 − Complete business case documentation and all other associated activities
including options appraisal etc

o Work stream 2 − Develop all remaining asset management documents and processes that will
feed into the wider long term strategy

o Work stream 3 − Data capture and update exercise that will allow an assessment of
opportunities within the property portfolio
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• Work stream 4 − Use the data obtained to prepare options for consideration and discussion with the
Services that will advise on the future property requirements across the authority.

1.6 Initial Risks
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2 PROJECT CONTROLS

2.1 Project Organisation
The Programme and Project Management Structure defining roles and designated individuals for this
Project is outlined in the diagram below.

Corporate......._

2.1.1 Roles & Responsibilities
2.1.1.1 Project Lead
The Project Lead will be responsible for ensuring that this project meets its objectives and delivers the
projected benefits. The Project Lead will ensure that the change maintains its business focus, has clear
authority and will ensure that the context, including risks, is actively managed. It is vital that the Project
Lead is recognised as the owner throughout the organisation.

2.1.1.2 Project Managers
The Project Managers will be responsible for delivering the project. The Project Managers will lead and
manage the project teams and with the authority and responsibility from the Project Lead, run the project
on a day−to−day basis.

2.1.1.3 Project Board
The Project Lead is responsible for providing approvals and decisions affecting project progress and
delivery throughout the project. To fulfil these responsibilities, the Project Lead may require the support of
a project board.

The Project Board provides the owner with stakeholder/technical input to decisions affecting the project;
ultimate authority and accountability resides with the Project Lead.

The main responsibilities of the Project Board in relation to this project are:
• Maintaining critical senior relationships
• Approval of costs and timescales for the project
• Commitment to funds
• Maintaining financial control over project expenditure
• Ensuring decisions are made in good time to enable the project to progress without stalling
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• Re−negotiating and authorising any terms arising from a change in the project deliverables and/or
schedule where there is an impact on the contract

• Authorising any major deviations from the agreed stage plans or escalating as necessary
• Signing off the completion of each stage and defined deliverables, and giving approval to start the

subsequent stage
• Allocation of staff to participate in the project
• Formal approval and sign−off of the deliverables within agreed timescales
• Resolving any issue that cannot be agreed at the operational level
• Ensuring the project focus is maintained
• Communicating information about the project to the organisation and stakeholder groups
• Providing advice and direction to the Project Owner

2.1.1.4 Project Team
In this project we have identified a Core Team that will comprise a group of individuals with appropriate
and complementary professional, technical or specialist skills who, under the direction of the project
managers, are responsible for carrying out the work detailed in the plan.

2.1.1.5 Corporate Working Group

The Corporate Working Group will be responsible for the vast majority of the delivery aspects of this
project. It will involve key people from across the Services who are empowered to make Asset
Management decisions as they are likely to affect the use of properties. This will be the main forum for
the asset challenge process.

2.2 Reporting and Monitoring Procedures
2.2.1 Project Meetings

Regular meetings will be held to manage this project, monitor progress and deal with any
risks/issues/exceptions. Actions will be captured at meetings and issued in the action log owned by the
project manager. The following table outlines the formal project meetings that will be held throughout the
project:
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Programme Board Meetings I Monthly I JMcKJEHH/CB

2.2.2 Status Reports
A project Highlight Report will be produced monthly for each project team meeting by the Project
Managers and submitted to the Project Lead.

This report will include
• Headlines / key activities completed in this period
• Key Decisions required
• Progress against milestones / deliverables:
• To Be Achieved Next Period (milestone/key event)
• Key Issues / Risks

2.3 Risk and Issue Management
Records of risks and issues will be maintained in a central log by the Project Manager and reviewed
monthly with the Project Lead.
Issues should be raised for monitoring at (programme/sponsor) level when:

a. the issue cannot be resolved within the project team
b. the issue requires significant input from other project (or programme) team members
c. the issue has cross project implications
d. the issue has an impact or potentially has an impact on the scope, cost, timescales or resource of

the project objectives

Risks should be raised for monitoring at (programme/sponsor) level when:
e. mitigating actions for the risk cannot be identified, or
f. the risk has happened, or
g. the risk has an impact upon another project, or
h. the risk falls into the red category. Risk Priority is based on the risk chart:
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3 PROJECT PLAN

3.1 Initial Project Plan
t. Milestone/ deliverable—, C − 4

� A (D CD ID

kQ

114

15

Develop Outline Business Case JAN JAN *
2017 2017

Prepare Full Business Case MAY SEP * * * * *

2017 2017
Draft AMP documents complete MAY SEP * * * * *

(policy/ strategy/ action plan) 2017 2017

Development of Dashboard to facilitate APR SEP * * * * * *

Asset Challenge process, reporting and 2017 2017
decision making
Interpretation of data JUN SEP * * * *

2017 2017

Development of Asset Challenge JUL SEP * * *

process in line with review 2017 2017
requirementsReport

to CMT on outcome of initial JUL SEP −
review of Asset Management function 2017 2017 *

Report to Transformation Board on OCT OCT
outcome of initial review of Asset 2017 2017 *
Management function
Implementation of recommended Asset OCT OCT * * * * * * * * * * * *

Management approach for NLC 2017 2018

3.2 Milestone Schedule
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4

4.1

FINANCIAL SUMMARY AND BUSINESS CASE

Project Benefits
This table shows the benefits which have been identified as arising from this project, together with the
owners.

BI Revenue Saving A reduction in the amount of
properties will realise a

B2 I Cost Reduction

133 Improved
processes

134 Enhance the
quality of
operational
property portfolio

65 Drive cross
service
integration

66 Maintain and
Protect front line
Services

recurring revenue savings via
lower property running costs
Reduction in the amount of
properties will mean that
existing capital can be
targeted to a smaller pool of
properties OR saved

A defined and consistent
approach to Asset Manageme
within NLC will result in a less
fragmented approach

Condition and utilisation of
properties that are to remain
will increase (or at worst
remain static).
Integration of Services will allo
the communities to have better
facilities which are located in th
same property

Savings generated in property,
whilst still maintaining the sam
levels of Service to the
community

Measure previous year property
costs with current year projections
on an annual basis.

Reduced capital programme whilst
maintaining the condition of
remaining assets

Detailed post project review will
ascertain if any new processes ha
been successful. This will also be
considered at project implementati
meetings.
Measure core facts information on
an annual basis and compare to
previous years information.

Measure the integration of Service
through exit surveys from public ai
also assess property core facts an
staff satisfaction following integrati

Review which Service's have been
integrated into the same buildings
an annual basis and compare the
Service levels to previous years.

Project
Lead
Annual

Project
Lead
Annual

Project
Manager

Project
Lead
Annual

Corp
Working
Group
Annual
Corp
Working
Group
Annual
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This table shows the benefits profile across a 10 year period.

Cost £500k £500k TBC TBC TBC TBC TBC TBC TBC TBC
Reduction /
Time
Releasing
Income TBC TBC TBC TBC TBC TBC TBC TBC TBC TBC
Generating
Revenue TBC TBC TBC TBC TBC TBC TBC TBC TBC TBC
Saving
TOTALS £500k £500k TBC I TBC TBC TBC TBC TBC I TBC TBC

4.2 Cost Profile

The 5 year capital plan covering the period 2018 to 2023 combined with the new asset management
strategy will allow the future investment requirements to be quantified at a later date.

5 COMMUNICATION PLAN

Stakeholder
Provider Channel Date

Project Board Project Progress Project Highlight Report Monthly
Managers

Core Project Team Project Progress Project Highlight Report Monthly
Managers

Staff Awareness / Training Project Manager Update at team As
arrangements s/ Project meetings required

Executive Staff Bulletin via
NLC Announcement

Regular review Progress review Project Workshops, Review As
meetings with Services Managers Meetings, Work task required

completion
__________________Trades Unions Ongoing Transformation Project Regular meetings quarterly

Managers I

6 APPENDICES
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Executive Summary

In the context of this Business Case, Asset Management is the strategic management
of the Council's non−domestic operational properties which includes schools, offices,
sports facilities, cultural facilities, halls and depots and land and will focus solely on
the management of these assets.

The overall aim of Asset Management is to optimise the utilisation of assets in terms
of service delivery and financial return.

With a view to rationalising the Council assets as described above it is necessary to
review the current Asset Management arrangement which has worked well over the
past years to ascertain if an alternative framework for delivering asset management
practices should be implemented.

All aspects of how the Council challenges the need for properties, how buildings are
used and how we prioritise replacement, refurbishment and maintenance requires
to be critically reviewed in order to address current anticipated budgetary pressures
and Asset Management arrangements to deliver efficiencies which in turn will allow
the council to maintain front line services.

Importantly, the current arrangements and any minor changes to existing
arrangements in terms of Asset Management will not deliver the requisite level of
efficiencies that are potentially available to the Council in rationalising our property
portfolio.

Accordingly, there is a need to ensure that Asset Management is delivered in a
structured manner to address future challenges that the Council will have to address
but still ensuring that services can continue to be delivered.

In addition, and in line with the outline business case that was presented to the
Transformation Sub Committee in February 2017, there are a set of seven key
objectives that the review will consider. These are:

• A new approach to Asset Management developed along with associated Policy,
Strategy and actions

• An assessment of "core facts" for each property including condition, utilisation,
suitability, financial performance and energy performance

• Creation of Corporate KPI's to reduce running costs
• A strategic Corporate property asset management group be set up to identify where

opportunities exist within the property portfolio for integration of Services
• A challenge and review process be developed which will continuously question the

need for properties
• Early engagement with the 3rd Sector and Community Planning Partners, as well as

private tenants who also have property interests

• A review of the property maintenance function with a view to adopting clearer
maintenance standards



Furthermore in terms of fulfilling the requirements of the business case it is worth
mentioning four key areas that the preferred option will satisfy in terms of
Strategic, Economic, Financial and Management outcomes. In terms of Strategic
outcomes, cruicial to the success of the review will be consulations with employees,
trade unions and customers. The review team will determine the best way to obtain
views of stakeholders, including the experience, and expectations for (future) service
delivery. The Economic Case will be delivered by selecting the option that was found
to be realistic and achieveable and least costly to implement and will through time
provide value for money, savings and a more sustainable portfolio. Finally, the
Financial and Management case will be satisfied by revenue savings, cost reduction,
enhance the quality of operational property portfolio, drive cross service integration
and maintain and protect front line services.

With the above in mind the decision was taken to review the current Asset
Management arrangements and critically discuss other forms of Asset Management
which could be available to the Council. Having considered the options and various
inputs, a preferred option has been selected and is shown in the Option Appriasal at
Appendix 3. The Matrix for the Probing Questions is attached at Appendix 3.1. The
Rationale for Weighting is attached at Appendix 3.2. The Rationale for Scoring is
attached at Appendix 3.3.

2. The Strategic Case

The preferred option is applicable as it is aligned to the strategic objectives of the
Asset Management review.

2.1 Background

Our properties should operate as efficiently as possible. To ensure this is the case it
is essential that we manage our assets, where possible, in an integrated, efficient
and effective way so we maximise value for money across all property types and only
retain assets where there is a business case to do so.

In order to address current and anticipated budgetery pressures, it is essential the
Council critically reviews its property asset base and Asset Management
arrangements, to deliver efficiencies which in turn will allow the Council to maintain
front line services in accordance with corporate outcomes. The current
arrangements and any incremental change to Asset Management will not deliver the
required outcome.

The Key Strategic outcomes are defined as:

• A new AM approach and policy, strategy and actions
• An assessment of "core facts" for each property including condition, location,

financial performance, energy performance, suitability and use: an example
of which can be found at Appendix 2A.

• Corporate targets to reduce running costs.
• A cross−service strategic property Asset Management group to identify

opportunities to provide services from integrated facilities.
• A challenge process to continuously question the need for properties.



• Early engagement with private business tenants, 311 Sector and Community
Planning partners

2.2 Current service provision

Using information currently available from an Area review recently carried out by the
Asset Management team there would appear to be a duplication of service
provision in some areas and the use of assets are not maximised to their full
potential. A more comprehensive approach to Asset Management will result in a
more consistent approach which will deliver better outcomes for the Council as well
as members of the public.

Statutory indicators also provided information on the condition, utilisation and
suitability of the Services portfolio's. This has highlighted areas where
opportunities exist to ensure resources are targeted towards the correct areas, in
line with the Asset Management strategy objectives. Another area for attention is
the Council's committments to carbon reduction, a more focused approach to Asset
Management could realise further reductions.

Under the current arrangement Services hold their own property budget. It is
proposed that in order to take a more strategic approach to budget setting and
spend by reducing property running costs, CPP&RS will consider where efficiencies
can be made and will make recommendations for Services to consider. In terms of
capital expenditure it is proposed that the capital plan be mainly brought into
CPP&RS for delivery of property related projects. This approach will look to ensure
programme delivery is consistent and can be delivered in a strategic way by
targeting investment on a prioritised way. New Service provision will still remaim
with the Service's but Asset Management will sit with CPP&RS.

2.3 Consultation

In terms of consultation this process has commenced through meetings in the past
and future meetings are arranged with the Infrastructure Transformation Programme
Board.

As well as the Infrastructure Transformation Programme Board, the Review's
success relies on consultation and input from various Services, which would
depend on the nature of the approval required. These consultations will include
Services, Councillors, Chief Executive Officer, external organisations and staff, and
as one of the key objectives from the outline business case future consultation will
also be held as part of discussions at the Corporate Working Group, which is to be
set up.

Previous projects also confirm that the challenge process, which is another key
objective from the outline business case was applied when implementing the
smarter working initiative, which upgraded a series of office accommodation
properties. This challenge process will continue to develop as the process
becomes embedded.



2.4 Ideal service provision

The ideal service provision will be realised when robust processes are in place to
challenge the current and future use of properties. Once a process is in place which
ensures the Council has the correct property mix in the right area, and these
properties are well used and efficient whilst not impacting on service provision, the
ideal service provision will be attained.

2.5 Preferred ootion

From the finding of the appraisal the preferred option of service provision is a
Corporate Property Asset Management Model. This model is similar to the CIPFA
Corporate Landlord Model, however does not fully look to centralise all property
budgets in favour of only capital investment programmes for property maintenance
being centralised initially. Revenue budgets associated with property running costs
will remain with the Services, with CPP&RS providing recommendations on ways to
achieve

2.6 Risks

ImpactRisk Description H / M / I Mitigation Description

Staff Resource availability within M Transfer in staff from other Services
CPP&RS. who currently carry out a property

related function for their service.
Existing staff may feel agrieved M Assess the skills of staff who wish to
who at present carry out the property continue working in a property
management function on behalf of management environment and
their Service, transfer.
Service's losing control of capital H Transformation Board/Committee to
budgets and decision making. g i v e clear instruction for "buy in".
Service's receiving recommendations M Transformation Board/Committee to
from CPP&RS on property running give clear instruction for "buy in".
costs, thereby reducing flexibility in
existing budgets.
Contractual issues could lead to M Contracts to be agreed with as much
increased costs due to Services flexibility as possible.
changing priorities without the
required notice period.

3. The Economic Case

The preferred option is a realistic approach to Asset Management and will, through
time, provide value for money, savings and a more sustainable portfolio.

3.1 Options appraisal

The Option Appraisal is attached at Appendix 3 which provides information on
the above. Appendix 3.1 shows the Matrix for Probing Questions, 3.2 shows
Rationale for Weighting and 3.3 provides the Rationale for Scoring.

(



3.2 Benefits and Impacts

How measured I proven
Activity area Description Include any quantified amounts

or improvement forecasts
Strategic outcomes Meet the five priority outcomes Identify and properties

detailed in the Council Business Plan which are leased in from
to 2020. private landlords as
Reduce duplication of tasks. soon as possible.
Greater local control/accountability Smarter working
(Members and Officers). programmes.
Introduction of new ways of working
and innovation to improve service Overall reduction in
delivery and outcomes. property portfolio.
Retains local employment.

Budget strategy Property running costs will remain Review of outturn
with the Services, however CPP&RS against annual savings.
will make recommendations for
consideration where efficiencies can
be made.

HR / Policy Flexible Working. HR Policy such as
Existing job Descriptions altered − Flexible working.
building upon existing skills and Job Evaluation Process.
experience.

Partners Greater local control/accountability − Opportunities for
members, officers and partners. consulation processes to

be introduced.
Customers Surveys and Interviews. Quantative and

qualitative information
gathered.

Equality issues Ensuring that services are still This is an ongoing
delivered within Communities ensures committment.
that inequalities do not arise.

Environmental issues The reduction of the Council's Effective asset
property portfolio will achieve a management will
reduction in the carbon footprint, achieve a sustainable
Ensure contractors carry out property estate.
improvement/repair works with
sustainability at the forefront of any
work specification.

Other



4. The Financial Case

The preferred option is affordale and will provide financial benefits. Affordability
and financial benefits were two of the key drivers in selecting the chosen approach.

Additional resources will be considered in order to implement the objectives,
however this will be quantified once agreement on the preferred option is reached.

4.1 Costs

Costs
2017/2018 2018/2019 2019/2020
(Year 1) £ (Year2) £ (Year 3) £

Unknown at this stage − however TBC TBC TBC
after considering the other options it
was decided that the Corporate
Model would be likely to be the most
realistic in terms of implementation
and delivery costs in relation to the
required outcome.

4.2 Financial savings

2017/2018 2018/2019 2019/2020
Savings (Year 1) £ (Year2) £ (Year 3) £
Vacating leased in premises. £500k £500 TBC
Closure of buildings allowing for
disposal.
Demolition of surplus assets.
Other asset management related
efficiencies

S. The Management Case

The anticipated outcome of the preferred option is achievable. Having considered
the advantages and disadvantages of each option it is thought that the objectives of
the review will be satisfied as the chosen option is a realistic proposition.

5.1 Proiect Governance

Regular meetings will be held to manage this project, monitor progress and deal with
any risks/issues/expectations. Actions will be captured at meetings and issued in the
action log owned by the project managers. The following tables outlines the formal
project meetings that will be held throughout the project.



Meeting Type Frequency Attendees

Project Team Meetings Weekly Eric His/op
Cameron Barr
Angela Gilmour
Frank O'Donnell
David Maxwell
Peter Scan/an
Andrew Cockain
Vacant Post

Programme Board Monthly James McKinstry
Meeting Eric His/op

Cameron Barr
Corporate Working Group Monthly (at first) Members are being

considered, however at
/east one representative
from Social Work,
Education, A LEO'S,
Infrastructure and Housing
will be required. The group
will be led by CPP&RS

5.2 Timescales

Description of milestone Planned delivery date
Development of corporate targets in relation to property November 2017
management
Review of Council's property portfolio using core facts data November 2017
Development of Asset Challenge process November 2017
Option Appraisal September, 2017
Completion of Report to Transformation Committee October, 2017

5.3 Project Team

Name Designated role Description of
responsibility

James McKinstry Senior Responsible Owner Ensures review meets
(SRO) objectives and delivers the

projected benefits.
Eric Hislop Programme Manager Delivers the review and

supports the SRO.
Cameron Barr Project Manager Manages the review on a

day−to−day basis.
Angela Gilmour Review Team Works under the guidance
Frank O'Donnell of the Senior Responsible
David Maxwell officer, and Programme
Peter Scan/an Managers with an open
Andrew Cockain mind and an objective



Vacant Post approach.



Appendix 3

North Lanarkshire Council Transformation Programme

Option Appraisal − Property Asset Management



Introduction

This Option Appraisal defines and assesses different options the Council has identified to
achieve its objectives on the delivery of Property Asset Management.

The process critically appraises the available options, including doing nothing. It will assist
the Transformation Board to decide which direction property Asset Management will take in
the future within North Lanarkshire Council (NLC).

The objectives that require to be delivered from the options are detailed below:

1. Release of Capital for re−investment
2. Efficient running costs of buildings
3. Better service delivery from fewer buildings
4. Improved property utilisation and productivity
5. Delivery of Community objectives
6. Equalities
7. Sustainable Management

The five Asset Management Options being considered are as follows:

1. Corporate Landlord
2. NLC's Corporate Property Asset Management Model. (CPAMM)
3. Devolved to Services
4. Outsourcing
5. Do Nothing

The assessment carried out on each Option identified in the above list is based on the
following type of Appraisal:

1. Outcome
2. Interface
3. Performance
4. Workforce
5, Financial
6. Risk

To assist in the decision making process a weighting model has been attributed to show
which type of appraisal has the most importance attached to it and will ultimately lead to the
best option. See Appendix 3.1, 3.2 & 3.3.

The following Appraisal provides a brief overview of the Options under consideration.



OPTION I − CORPORATE LANDLORD APPROACH

The concept of a Corporate Landlord is that the ownership of an asset and the responsibility
for its management and maintenance is transferred from the Service Departments to the
Corporate Landlord, which is a centralised corporate body and within NLC would be
Corporate Property, Procurement and Resource Solutions (CPP&RS). The Service
Departments therefore become Corporate Tenants and make use of the property or land in
delivering a service.

The service department's priority is to plan and deliver the operational/front line elements of
the service. The Landlord function is to ensure the service is adequately accommodated
and to maintain and manage the property asset.

The Landlords responsibility also extends to the acquisition, development and disposal of
property. This means the Landlord would be responsible for asset review, feasibility and
options appraisal across all service departments.

APPRAISAL HEADING COMMENTS
Outcome Based on the above description of the Corporate Landlord, this

model would meet the five priority outcomes detailed in the
Council Business Plan to 2020.

Interface Existing contracts such as Mears can be honoured.

One stop shop for all property related issues allowing for
communication by internal and external bodies easier.

Reduce duplication of tasks and resources which are currently
being performed/are required both centrally and within the
different service departments.

When the property functions are not fully centralised it means
that there is no consistent decision making or clear governance.
It also means that there is insufficient visibility in this area,
making it harder to ensure maximum value from the property
function.

Performance The introduction of the Corporate Landlord reduces the risk of
lack of clarity in roles and responsibilities, which can lead to
inefficiencies and missed opportunities.

This should improve service performance as it will allow the
service department's to spend more time and resources on
planning and delivering their core service objectives.

Workforce The impact of using the Corporate Landlord model will lead to
the rationalisation of property, through effective property
management ensuring more focus is placed on adopting more
mobile and flexible working practices rather than full time office
based working.



All types of property work required carried out in one location.
allowing for staff training, succession planning and workforce
empowerment.

Resistance to change from staff currently carrying out property
management functions.

Financial Rationalisation through the more effective and efficient use of
the property portfolio will lead to savings on property running
costs, capital costs and staff costs. This may also contribute to
capital receipts allowing for more investment in the remaining
portfolio.

Increase in staffing costs to provide comprehensive service.
(Under the Council's current savings plan this may not be
possible).

Cross service re−charging of property costs will also be
reduced.

Risk Requires elected members and senior management to support
the Corporate Landlord model.

Resistance to change from existing staff who currently carry out
the property management function on behalf of their Service.

Requires continuous updating of key data and the employment
of staff that have the relevant knowledge and experience.

Requires to be fully resourced to realise the benefits.



OPTION 2— NLC's CORPORATE PROPERTY ASSET MANAGMENT MODEL (CPAMM)

The existing Asset Management model is more or less based upon a hybrid (mixed model)
approach. However it is proposed that in order to minimise exposure to external costs and
influences it is recommended that Services request for spend/maintenance and continued
use of properties should go through a challenge process from CPR&RS based on amongst
other things a "Core Fact Score Sheet".

A more robust approach could be achieved through "in house transformation" via the
introduction of the CPAMM. It is proposed that any progression towards this approach is
implemented in transitional phases by gradually bringing certain individual service property
budgets and activities under the control of CPP&RS. Currently CPP&RS manage the
Central Repairs Account (CRA) and it is proposed that a move towards centralisation of
maintenance and capital budgets along with consolidation of Facilities Management budgets
would provide enhanced services and investment planning opportunities. Property running
costs would remain with the Services.

APPRAISAL HEADING COMMENTS

Outcome Based on the above description of the CPAMM, this model
would meet the five priority outcomes detailed in the Council
Business Plan to 2020.

Interface Greater local control/accountability (Members and Officers).

Existing contracts such as Mears can be honoured.

Retains flexibility of options for potential local government
reorganisation.

Performance Greater commitment to corporate priorities and ownership of
Business outcomes.

Introduction of new ways of working and innovation to improve
service delivery and outcomes.

Allows for integration of properties and services.

Enables the organisation to be more strategic in terms of
property activities.

Workforce Builds upon existing skills and experience and retains local
employment.

Option to vary work practices to allow for a more flexible
workforce and would allow for succession planning and
possibly improving work−life balance.

Fosters enhanced relationships between CPP&RS.

Financial Opportunity to innovate and provide increased value for money



in transitional phase and beyond by ensuring correct
investment is targeted to the correct areas.

Savings through better budget control.

Better investment decision making having regard to the "Core
Fact Score Sheet" in areas such as utilisation, condition and
efficient running costs of buildings.

Risk Lower risk than straight move to corporate landlord model.

Staff resource availability within CPP&RS to deliver strategic
requirements of this option from Corporate Property.

Contractual issues including service changes. Contracts must
be set up to allow for variations and cancellations which may
arise due to service changes. This may lead to increased costs
over contract price.

Operational staff morale may be affected by transfer of
responsibilities.

Operational Services losing control of budgets and decsion
making on improvement/repairs to buildings they occupy may
be resisted unless "buy in" is obtained from CMT.



OPTION 3— DEVOLVED TO SERVICES

This option devolves the entire responsibility for all property matters to each Service. This
would involve each Service being allocated a defined budget for the operational running
costs of properties within their portfolio.

APPRAISAL HEADING COMMENTS

Outcome Unlikely to meet the five priority outcomes detailed in the
Council Business Plan to 2020 as a result of staff diverting time
and resources away from frontline services.

Interface No joined up thinking, communication or ideas. Would hinder
best value approach to property management.

No central contact for our partners creating communication
issues.

Each service would be doing "their own thing" with no joined up
thinking.

Performance May impede delivery of front line services due to resources
being allocated to deal with property matters.

Staff dealing with property matters that do not have the
necessary skills, knowledge and experience on property
maintenance, repairs, and improvements therefore the delivery
service and service quality may be adversely affected.

Workforce Creates opportunities for workforce empowerment and
development through staff involvement in managing the
property function within their own Service.

Financial In terms of finance, the devolvement of property management
to each individual service may have a detrimental effect on
potential savings due to lack of necessary skills, knowledge and
experience on property maintenance, repairs and
improvements. Savings may be lost due to duplication of
services and works across each individual service.

Specialised property knowledge not being known i.e. Rating
implications.

Risk Misallocation of resources which will have a detrimental impact
on the physical state of the Council's property portfolio e.g.
unnecessary money spent on renewing carpets and decoration
which would be better spent on the maintenance of the major
elements of the buildings.

Reduces the opportunity of planned maintenance across the
council's portfolio thus denying the Council savings on
contracts due to economies of scale.



Lack of staff with necessary skills, knowledge and experience.

Services working in silos with no regard or knowledge on the
benefits of rationalisation.

Legislative issues around ownership of risks and accountability.



OPTION 4— OUTSOURCING

Outsourcing is a practice used by different companies to reduce costs by transferring
portions of work to outside suppliers/contractors rather than completing it internally. When
used properly Outsourcing is an effective cost−saving strategy.

APPRAISAL HEADING COMMENTS
Outcome There is scope for Outsourcing to meet the five priority

outcomes detailed in the Council Business Plan to 2020.

Interface There will be a loss of control and flexibility. Outsourcing would
be likely to be based on fixed contract arrangements.

Current good/long term working relationships between the
council's current long standing contractors and local suppliers
could be lost.

Existing contracts could be honoured such as Mears.

Performance The effect of outsourcing should help to improve service
delivery performance (both quantitative − delivery of service
and qualitative − service quality) provided that scopes of work
as per the agreed contact are met.

As with the Corporate Landlord model described in Option 1,
the management of property issues is removed from the
services allowing them to concentrate more fully on service
delivery.

Workforce The effect on the workforce of the service provider would be
similar to that of Option 1, Corporate Landlord model. (i.e. free
the workforce to concentrate on their specific tasks and
alleviate them from considering property related matters).

Job cuts within the organisation in many areas resulting in low
staff morale.

No workplace empowerment. Opportunities for promotion
limited.

Financial Not known. No information available at present.

Risk Confidentially may be compromised.

In house expertise lost.
Outsourcing the property function may have a detrimental effect
on the current in−house staff.

Outsourcing still requires a degree of in house management
supervision.
Importance of clear communication and expectations with
contractors must be understood to realize benefits.



No guarantee of performance of an outsourced organisation.

OPTION 5— DO NOTHING

Recent restructuring exercises meant that we are already on a journey towards having a
more fully integrated Asset Management service delivery. However, there is a requirement
to continue on this route to further explore opportunities for improved efficiencies.

APPRAISAL HEADING COMMENTS

Outcome Under the present arrangement the delivery of asset
management contributes to the objectives of the Council
Business Plan 2020. However, there is scope for improvement
in terms of targeting of resources to enhance the Council's
property portfolio.

If asset management is delivered in its current form it will not
improve the outcomes under the five priorities − they will remain
the same.

Interface No change.

Performance If no change is implemented there will be no perceived
improvement in service delivery, performance and outcomes
(quantitative and qualitative).

Workforce Under the current system there would be no perceived positive
impact on the workforce in terms of flexibility, development,
empowerment and work−life balance etc.

Financial The biggest impact of no change is the opportunity to maximise
potential savings. No change also reduces the ability to target
spending on the portfolio more effectively due to a lack of
control over the entire budget.

No set up costs.

Risk Increasing the risk of duplication of tasks if no change is made.

Targeted spend becomes more difficult to implement due to
shared budgets.

Missed opportunity for savings.

Missed opportunity to empower staff.



RECOMMENDATION

The successful option of the correct approach to Asset Management depends upon the
selection of the correct options being chosen in the first instance.

This Option Appraisal provided an opportunity to undertake an investigation on the viability
of a range of options which could meet the Key Strategic outcomes described in 2.1 of the
Business Case.

Competing factors such as financial, time and in house knowledge have led to the
conclusion and recommendation that the best option is to improve on the existing process.
The scoring matrix has shown that after all things have been considered the ideal option for
Asset Management is Option 2 − Corporate Property Asset Management Model.

It should be noted that Environmental and social considerations have been taken into
account by way of carbon reduction, energy monitoring, sustainable improvement works and
proposed investment with a view to creating better places. Political considerations will be
dealt with through relevant committee approvals and legal considerations will be covered by
compliance with legislative requirements.

It is recommended that progression to a CPAMM approach is implemented in transitional
phases by gradually bringing certain property budgets that are currently controlled by the
Services under the influence of CPP&RS to be used in a more collaborative and strategic
way. It is therefore recommended that maintenance and capital budgets for property be
centralised and Services retain the non CRA revenue budgets for property running costs.
However, CPP&RS will make recommendations on a coordinated basis on where
efficiencies could be realised in terms of recurring expenditure. Examples of where this
could take place are in the area of energy management or through recommending whereco−habiting

opportunities in property exist to allow Service to integrate under one roof, thus
realising financial efficiencies and overall providing an enhanced customer experience. This
approach, once adopted and fully integrated, will also expand to consider opportunities with
community planning partners/blue light sectors and other public sector organisations. It is
considered that this will deliver efficiencies which will in turn allow the council an element of
protection for front line services in accordance with corporate outcomes. This approach can
be achieved using existing resources which is in line with securing Best Value in the delivery
of services. To fulfil the Asset Management outcomes it should be noted that it may be
necessary to transfer staff who at present are dealing with property matters in other Services
into CPP&RS.

A further review of Asset Management practices is also recommended in future years to
ascertain if a move to a full Corporate Landlord model described in Option 1 would be
achievable. This assumes that the recommendation of the CPAMM is implemented.


